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The majority of the planned work is due to take place within the previously determined core hours except for certain activities as detailed Table 3.2a provision PW-G4 of the OEMP. If work is required to take place outside the core hours (other than those already listed in PW-G4) it is EBC’s preference that a section 61 application is made.

EBC understands that unforeseen emergency works may be required to take place at short notice and as such EBC would like to be informed if any emergency works are planned especially if it is likely the SOAEL is to be exceeded however don’t feel it necessary to agree emergency works in advance. The contractor should however make every effort to ensure the emergency works are completed as soon as possible and use the mitigation measures detailed in the OEMP and implement BPM to ensure the works are completed as quietly as possible with minimal disturbance to residents throughout the emergency works required.